Let A = (A 1 , . . . , A m ) be an m-tuple of bounded linear operators acting on a Hilbert space H. Their joint (p, q)-matricial range Λ p,q (A) is the collection of (B 1 , . . . , B m ) ∈ M m q , where I p ⊗ B j is a compression of A j on a pq-dimensional subspace. This definition covers various kinds of generalized numerical ranges for different values of p, q, m. In this paper, it is shown that Λ p,q (A) is star-shaped if the dimension of H is sufficiently large. If dim H is infinite, we extend the definition of Λ p,q (A) to Λ ∞,q (A) consisting of (B 1 , . . . , B m ) ∈ M m q such that I ∞ ⊗ B j is a compression of A j on a closed subspace of H, and consider the joint essential (p, q)-matricial range
Introduction
Let B(H) be the algebra of bounded linear operators acting on a complex Hilbert space H. If H has dimension n < ∞, we identify B(H) with M n , the space of n × n complex matrices. The numerical range of A ∈ B(H) is defined and denoted by W (A) = { Ax, x : x ∈ H, x = 1}.
It is a useful concept for studying matrices and operators; see [12, 13] . The Toeplitz-Hausdorff Theorem asserts that this set is always convex [11, 23] , i.e. tw 1 + (1 − t)w 2 ∈ W (A) for all w 1 , w 2 ∈ W (A) and 0 ≤ t ≤ 1. As shown by many researchers, there are interesting interplay between the geometrical properties of the numerical ranges and the algebraic and analytic properties of the operators; for example; see [1, 10, 12, 13] . Motivated by problems from theoretical and applied areas, researchers have considered different generalizations of the numerical range, and extended the results on the classical numerical range to the generalized numerical ranges. We mention a few of them related to our study in the following.
Let V q denote the set of operators X : K → H for some q-dimensional subspace K of H such that X * X = I K . To study the compressions of A ∈ B(H) on a subspace of H, researchers consider the q-matricial range defined by W (q : A) = {X * AX : X ∈ V q } ⊆ M q .
One may see the basic references [19, 22, 24] and the excellent survey [9] on the topic.
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In the study of joint behavior of several operators in B(H), researchers consider the joint numerical range of an m-tuple A = (A 1 , . . . , A m ) ∈ B(H) m , W (A) = {( A 1 x, x , . . . , A m x, x ) : x ∈ H, x = 1} .
In the study of control theory, this is known as the m-multiform numerical range, and the convexity of the sets is useful; see [3, 8, 14] and their references. In connection to the study of quantum error correction, researchers study the (p, q)-matricial range Λ p,q (A) of A ∈ B(H) defined as follows. Let p, q be positive integers with pq ≤ dim H. Then Λ p,q (A) = {B ∈ M q : X * AX = I p ⊗ B for some X ∈ V pq }.
When q = 1, the definition reduces to the rank p-numerical range of A defined by Λ p (A) = {b : X * AX = bI p for some X ∈ V p }.
One may see [6, 16, 18] and their references for the background of these concepts.
1
In fact, in the study of quantum error correction, it is more important to study the joint (p, q)-matricial range and the joint rank p-numerical range of an m-tuple of operators A = (A 1 , . . . , A m ) defined, respectively, by
and
Of course, one may also consider the special case when p = 1, and define the joint q-matricial range of A by
We are interested in the geometrical properties of the generalized numerical ranges mentioned above. In [18] , it was shown that the Λ p,q (A) could be quite delicate even for one Hermitian matrix A. In [14] , it was shown that the joint numerical range W (A 1 , . . . , A m ) may not be convex if m ≥ 4; moreover, if {I, A 1 , A 2 , A 3 } is linearly independent, then one can always find a rank-2 orthogonal projection A 4 such that W (A 1 , A 2 , A 3 , A 4 ) is not convex. When the generalized numerical range fails to be convex, researchers try to establish some weaker and useful geometric properties. Let V be a vector space over R or C. A subset S of V is said to be star-shaped, if there exists s 0 ∈ S such that ts 0 + (1 − t)s ∈ S for all s ∈ S and 0 ≤ t ≤ 1. The point s 0 is called a star-center of S. Some star-shapedness and convexity results on Λ p (A) were obtained in [15, 16] provided that the underlying Hilbert space has a high dimension.
In Section 2, we will show that Λ p,q (A) is star-shaped if dim H is sufficiently large. If H is infinite dimensional, the dimension condition holds automatically. As a result, the set Λ p,q (A), W (q : A) are always star-shaped; the images of these sets under affine maps are all star-shaped. As we shall see, this will further imply the star-shapedness of other generalized numerical ranges.
If dim H is infinite, we extend the definition of
is a compression of A j on an infinite dimensional closed subspace K of H. In Section 3, we show that the set Λ ∞,q (A) is always convex. In connection to the study of operators in the Calkin algebra, we consider the joint essential (p, q)-matricial range of A defined by
where cl(X) denotes the closure of the set X. In Section 4, we show that Λ [18] , the definition of Λp,q(A) is slightly different from but equivalent to ours. considered by other researchers; see [2, 16, 20, 21] [15, 16] . Some related results and problems will be discussed in Section 5.
To conclude this section, we mention some reductions that can be used in our study. Firstly, let S(H) be the real linear space of self-adjoint operators in B(H) and identify S(H) with H n , the space of n × n Hermitian matrices when dim H = n < ∞. Every A ∈ B(H) can be written as A = H + iG for a pair of H, G ∈ S(H). The set Λ p,q (A) can be identified with
Therefore, one may focus on the joint (p, q)-matricial range of m self-adjoint operators, i.e., A 1 , . . . , A m ∈ S(H).
Secondly, suppose T = (t ij ) ∈ M m (R) is nonsingular, and
. . , A m ); see for example [16] . Also, we may assume that {A 1 , . . . , A m } is linearly independent.
Star-shapedness
In this section, we show that Λ p,q (A) is always star-shaped if the dimension of H is sufficiently large. We also give some estimations on the dimension of H that ensure the star-shapedness, and non-emptyness of Λ p,q (A). Some consequences of the results will be mentioned.
By choosing some suitable orthonormal basis of H, one can assume X 1 = P 1 | K1 , where P 1 is the orthogonal projection of H onto K 1 . Then X 1 (u) = u for all u ∈ K 1 . Let L be the subspace spanned by
Then L has dimension at most pq(m + 1). Extend the subspace L if necessary, we may assume dim L = pq(m + 1). Let Q be the orthogonal projection of H onto L and define
There exists
By further modifying the basis of L ⊥ , the operator matrix of A j with respect to the decomposition
Now for any t ∈ [0, 1], define X : K 1 → H be an operator with operator matrix form
with respect to the same decomposition of
} is a subset of the star-center of Λ p,q (A). In particular, we have the following result for the joint q-matricial range.
Then C is a star-center of W (q : A).
In general, it may not be easy to check whether one can find (C 1 , . . . , C m ) ∈ H m q satisfying the assumption in Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.2. In this connection, we have the following.
Below, we give several examples of real affine maps in (3).
We get the joint q-numerical range in the Halmos-Berger sense when p = 1; see [10, 14] .
3. Let L(B 1 , . . . , B m ) = (tr(CB 1 ), . . . , tr(CB m )) for a matrix C ∈ H q . We get the joint C-numerical range when p = 1; see [4, 5, 7] .
To prove Theorem 2.3, we need the following results on Λ p (A) obtained in [16, Proposition 2.4 and Proposition 2.5].
Proposition 2.4. Let
Then (1) follows immediately from Proposition 2.4.
, by Proposition 2.5 with k = pq(m + 2) and r = pq(m + 1), we have (c 1 , . . . , c m ) ∈ Λ pq (Y * AY ). Hence, (c 1 I q , . . . , c m I q ) ∈ Λ p,q (Y * AY ). Therefore, the result follows from Theorem 2.1.
Clearly, (3) follows from (2).
Note that when m = 1, 2, the bound (k − 1)(m + 1) 2 in Proposition 2.4 can be lower to (m + 1)k − m. In these cases, the bound in Theorem 2.3 can be lower to (m + 1)(m + 2)pq − m; see [6, 17] .
In the following, we obtain additional results on Λ p,q (A) that are useful in the analysis in the next section in addition to their own interest.
Proof. It suffices to show the case when r = 1, that is,
The general result will follow by induction. Let C = (C 1 , ..., C m ) ∈ Λ p,q (A). Then there exists an operator X :
With respect to the compression I p ⊗ C j on K 1 , let {u 11 , . . . , u 1q , u 21 , . . . , u 2q , . . . , u p1 , . . . , u pq } be the corresponding basis of
Note that the nullity of Q is at least k = p − q. Then there exists a p × k matrix W 1 with orthonormal columns such that QW 1 = 0. Extend W 1 to a p × p unitary matrix W = [w ij ] with W 1 as its first k columns. Define
w js u jt , for s = 1, . . . , p and t = 1, . . . , q.
Then {v 11 , . . . , v pq } forms another orthonormal basis for K 1 . Extend this orthonormal basis to a basis on H. Then the operator matrix of A j with respect to this new basis has the form
Finally, as QW 1 = 0, one can check that y, v st = 0 for all s = 1, . . . , k and t = 1, . . . , q. Suppose K 2 is the kq-dimensional subspace with basis {v 11 , . . . , v kq }. (2) Λ p,q (A) is star-shaped and (C 1 , . . . , C m ) is a star-center of Λ p,q (A) for all (C 1 , . . . , C m ) ∈ Λp ,q (A).
Proof. Recall that (λ 1 I q , ..., λ m I q ) ∈ Λp ,q (A) if and only if (λ 1 , ..., λ m ) ∈ Λp q (A). Then (1) follows from Proposition 2.4.
On the other hand, by Theorem 2.6, we have
Then (2) follows by Theorem 2.1.
Convexity of (∞, q)-matricial range
In this section, we always assume that H has infinite-dimensional. We then extend the definition of
is a compression of A j on an infinite dimensional closed subspace K of H. We will show that Λ ∞,q (A) is always convex. To prove this, we need some related concepts and auxiliary results. Denote by F (H) the set of all finite rank operators in B(H) and S F (H) = S(H) ∩ F (H). Let V ∞ be the set of operator X : K → H such that X * X = I K for an infinite dimensional subspaces K of H. It is clear that Λ ∞,q (A) ⊆ Λ p,q (A) for all p ≥ 1. The following result is a consequence of Corollary 2.7. 
where
Note that even though Λ p,q (A) = ∅ for every positive integer p, it is possible that Λ ∞,q (A) = ∅; see [16, Example 4.7] . In any event, Λ ∞,q (A) can be constructed by the joint q-matricial range when p 0 = 1 in Theorem 3.2. 
We divide the proof of Theorem 3.2 into several lemmas, which are of independent interest.
Proof. The first inclusion is clear.
By choosing a suitable basis, we may now assume further that X 1 (u) = u for all u ∈ K 1 . Now suppose there exists X r ∈ V qr such that X r : K r → H with X * r X r = I Kr and X r (u) = u for all u ∈ K r . so that X * r A j X r = I r ⊗ C j , j = 1, . . . , m, for some qr-dimensional subspace K r of H. Let L be the subspace spanned by
Then L has dimension at most qr(m + 1). Let Q be the orthogonal projection of H onto L and take
Then the operator matrix of A j with respect to the decomposition
, where P is the orthogonal projection of H onto K r+1 . Then X r+1 ∈ V q(r+1) and X r+1 (u) = u for all u ∈ K r+1 . Inductively, we can find two infinite sequences {X r } ∞ r=1 and {K r } ∞ r=1 with K 1 ⊆ K 2 ⊆ K 3 ⊆ · · · and X r ∈ V qr such that X * r A j X r = I r ⊗ C j and X r (u) = u for all u ∈ K r . Let K = ∪ r K r and X the orthogonal projection of H onto K. Then X * A j X = I ∞ ⊗ C j for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m. As a result, C ∈ Λ ∞,q (A).
Lemma 3.5. Let A = (A 1 , . . . , A m ) ∈ S(H) m be an m-tuple of self-adjoint operators in B(H).
Consequently,
for some r-dimensional subspace L 1 of H. With respect to some orthonormal basis of H, we may assume that
where K 3 is the subspace spanned by
Since dim K 2 = pq, one can always findẐ 2 such thatẐ *
Thus, C ∈ Λ p,q (Y * AY ). Hence, the proof is complete.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. The last equality follows by Lemma 3.5. Now by Proposition 3.1, Proposition 2.6 and Lemma 3.4,
Thus, the result follows. Note that S p,q (A) is convex for all positive integer p. Hence the last assertion follows.
The following fact can be easily deduced from Theorem 3.2.
Essential Matricial Range
In this section, we will continue to assume that H is of infinite dimension. Define the joint essential
We will show that Λ set containing (a 1 I q , . . . , a m I q ) for all (a 1 , . . . , a m ) ∈ W ess (A). Consequently, the set Λ ess p,q (A) is independent of the choice of p. Moreover, ifS p,q (A) is the set of star-centers of cl(Λ p,q (A)), then
Before we present the proof of Theorem 4.1, we begin with a general observation. Let (V, · ) be a normed space. For any star-shaped set S ⊆ V , denote by S c the set of all star-centers of S. The following result is known. We include a short proof here for completeness.
Proof. It suffices to show that S c ⊆ (cl(S)) c as the set of all star-centers of closed star-shaped set is closed. Let c ∈ S c . Suppose that η ∈ cl(S). Then there is a sequence {η r } ⊆ S converging to η. Note that tc + (1 − t)η r ∈ S for any 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 and positive integer r. As {tc + (1 − t)η r } ⊆ S converging to tc + (1 − t)η, we have tc + (1 − t)η ∈ cl(S). Hence c ∈ (cl(S)) c . A = (A 1 , . .., A m ) ∈ S(H) m be an m-tuple of self-adjoint operators in B(H), and let p 0 , p, q be positive integers. Then
Lemma 4.3. Let
Proof. The first inclusion is trivial. Let C = (C 1 , ..., C m ) ∈ {cl(W (q : Y * AY )) : Y ∈ V ⊥ }. Fix a positive integer n. As C ∈ cl(W (q : A)), there exists X 1 ∈ V q such that X 1 :
Choosing a suitable basis, we may further assume that X 1 (K 1 ) = K 1 . By a similar inductive argument in Lemma 3.4, one can construct two infinite sequences {X r } ∞ r=1 and {K r } ∞ r=1 with K 1 ⊆ K 2 ⊆ · · · and X r ∈ V qr such that X r : K r → H with X * r X r = I Kr and X r (K r ) = K r so that cl (Λ r,q (A)) .
AsS r,q (A) is a compact convex set for all positive integers r, its intersection is also compact and convex. Thus, we see that the chain of set equality holds in the last assertion, and that Λ ess p,q (A) is convex. Note that Λ ess p,q (A) = r≥1S r,q (A), which is independent on p. We see that Λ 
